Inducing a grammar directly from text is one of the oldest and most challenging tasks in Computational Linguistics. Significant progress has been made for inducing dependency grammars, however the models employed are overly simplistic, particularly in comparison to supervised parsing models. In this paper we present an approach to dependency grammar induction using tree substitution grammar which is capable of learning large dependency fragments and thereby better modelling the text. We define a hierarchical non-parametric Pitman-Yor Process prior which biases towards a small grammar with simple productions. This approach significantly improves the state-of-the-art, when measured by head attachment accuracy.
Introduction
Grammar induction is a central problem in Computational Linguistics, the aim of which is to induce linguistic structures from an unannotated text corpus. Despite considerable research effort this unsupervised problem remains largely unsolved, particularly for traditional phrase-structure parsing approaches (Clark, 2001; Klein and Manning, 2002) . Phrase-structure parser induction is made difficult due to two types of ambiguity: the constituent structure and the constituent labels. In particular the constituent labels are highly ambiguous, firstly we don't know a priori how many there are, and secondly labels that appear high in a tree (e.g., an S category for a clause) rely on the correct inference of all the latent labels below them. However recent work on the induction of dependency grammars has proved more fruitful (Klein and Manning, 2004) . Dependency grammars (Mel čuk, 1988) should be easier to induce from text compared to phrase-structure grammars because the set of labels (heads) are directly observed as the words in the sentence.
Approaches to unsupervised grammar induction, both for phrase-structure and dependency grammars, have typically used very simplistic models (Clark, 2001; Klein and Manning, 2004) , especially in comparison to supervised parsing models (Collins, 2003; Clark and Curran, 2004; McDonald, 2006) . Simple models are attractive for grammar induction because they have a limited capacity to overfit, however they are incapable of modelling many known linguistic phenomena. We posit that more complex grammars could be used to better model the unsupervised task, provided that active measures are taken to prevent overfitting. In this paper we present an approach to dependency grammar induction using a tree-substitution grammar (TSG) with a Bayesian non-parametric prior. This allows the model to learn large dependency fragments to best describe the text, with the prior biasing the model towards fewer and smaller grammar productions.
We adopt the split-head construction (Eisner, 2000; Johnson, 2007) to map dependency parses to context free grammar (CFG) derivations, over which we apply a model of TSG induction (Cohn et al., 2009) . The model uses a hierarchical Pitman-Yor process to encode a backoff path from TSG to CFG rules, and from lexicalised to unlexicalised rules. Our best lexicalised model achieves a head attachment accuracy of of 55.7% on Section 23 of the WSJ data set, which significantly improves over state-ofthe-art and far exceeds an EM baseline (Klein and Manning, 2004 ) which obtains 35.9%.
CFG Rule

DMV Distribution Description
The head of the sentence is H.
H has no right children.
H has no more right children.
C is a left child of H. Table 1 : The CFG-DMV grammar schema. Note that the actual CFG is created by instantiating these templates with part-of-speech tags observed in the data for the variables H and C. Valency (val) can take the value 0 (no attachment in the direction (dir) d) and 1 (one or more attachment). L and R indicates child dependents left or right of the parent; superscripts encode the stopping and valency distributions, X 1 indicates that the head will continue to attach more children and X * that it has already attached a child.
Background
The most successful framework for unsupervised dependency induction is the Dependency Model with Valence (DMV) (Klein and Manning, 2004) . This model has been adapted and extended by a number of authors and currently represents the stateof-the-art for dependency induction (Cohen and Smith, 2009; Headden III et al., 2009 ). Eisner (2000 introduced the split-head algorithm which permits efficient O(|w| 3 ) parsing complexity by replicating (splitting) each terminal and processing left and right dependents separately. We employ the related fold-unfold representation of Johnson (2007) that defines a CFG equivalent of the splithead parsing algorithm, allowing us to easily adapt CFG-based grammar models to dependency grammar. Table 1 shows the equivalent CFG grammar for the DMV model (CFG-DMV) using the unfold-fold transformation. The key insight to understanding the non-terminals in this grammar is that the subscripts encode the terminals at the boundaries of the span of that non-terminal. For example the non-terminal L H encodes that the right most terminal spanned by this constituent is H (and the reverse for H R), while A M B encodes that A and B are the left-most and right-most terminals of the span. The * and 1 superscripts are used to encode the valency of the head, both indicate that the head has at least one attached dependent in the specified direction. This grammar allows O(|w| 3 ) parsing complexity which follows from the terminals of the dependency tree being observed, such that each span of the parse chart uniquely specifies its possible heads (either the leftmost, rightmost or both) and therefore the number of possible non-terminals for each span is constant. The transform is illustrated in figures 1a and 1c which show the CFG tree for an example sentence and the equivalent dependency tree.
Normally DMV based models have been trained on part-of-speech tags of the words in a sentence, rather than the words themselves. Headden III et al. (2009) showed that performance could be improved by including high frequency words as well as tags in their model. In this paper we refer to such models as lexicalised; words which occur more than one hundred times in the training corpus are represented by a word/tag pair, while those less frequent are represented simply by their tags. We are also able to show that this basic approach to lexicalisation improves the performance of our models.
(a) A TSG-DMV derivation for the sentence George hates broccoli. George and broccoli occur less than the lexicalisation cutoff and are thus represented by the part-of-speech N, while hates is common and therefore is represented by a word/tag pair. Bold nodes indicate frontier nodes of elementary trees. Figure 1a . This rule encodes a dependency between the subject and object of hates that is not present in the CFG-DMV. Note that this rule doesn't restrict hates, or its arguments, to having a single left and right child. More dependents can be inserted using additional rules below the M/L/R frontier non-terminals.
George hates broccoli ROOT
(c) A traditional dependency tree representation of the parse tree in Figure 1a before applying the lexicalisation cutoff. 
Lexicalised TSG-DMV
The models we investigate in this paper build upon the CFG-DMV by defining a Tree Substitution Grammar (TSG) over the space of CFG rules. A TSG is a 4-tuple, G = (T, N, S, R), where T is a set of terminal symbols, N is a set of non-terminal symbols, S ∈ N is the distinguished root non-terminal and R is a set of productions (rules). The productions take the form of elementary trees -tree fragments of height ≥ 1, where each internal node is labelled with a non-terminal and each leaf is labelled with either a terminal or a non-terminal. Nonterminal leaves are called frontier non-terminals and form the substitution sites in the generative process of creating trees with the grammar.
A derivation creates a tree by starting with the root symbol and rewriting (substituting) it with an elementary tree, then continuing to rewrite frontier non-terminals with elementary trees until there are no remaining frontier non-terminals. We can represent derivations as sequences of elementary trees, e, by specifying that during the generation of the tree each elementary tree is substituted for the left-most frontier non-terminal. Figure 1a shows a TSG derivation for the dependency tree in Figure 1c where bold nonterminal labels denote substitution sites (root/frontier nodes in the elementary trees).
The probability of a derivation, e, is the product of the probabilities of its component rules,
( 1) where each rewrite is assumed conditionally independent of all others given its root nonterminal, c = root(e). The probability of a tree, t, and string of words, w, are
P (e) and P (w) = t:yield(t)=w
respectively, where tree(e) returns the tree for the derivation e and yield(t) returns the string of terminal symbols at the leaves of t.
A Probabilistic Tree Substitution Grammar (PTSG), like a PCFG, assigns a probability to each rule in the grammar, denoted P (e|c). The probability of a derivation, e, is the product of the probabilities of its component rules. Estimating a PTSG requires learning the sufficient statistics for P (e|c) in (1) based on a training sample. Parsing involves finding the most probable tree for a given string (arg max t P (t|w)). This is typically approximated by finding the most probable derivation which can be done efficiently using the CYK algorithm.
Model
In this work we propose the Tree Substitution Grammar Dependency Model with Valence (TSG-DMV). We define a hierarchical non-parametric TSG model on the space of parse trees licensed by the CFG grammar in Table 1 . Our model is a generalisation of that of Cohn et al. (2009) and Cohn et al. (2011) . We extend those works by moving from a single level Dirichlet Process (DP) distribution over rules to a multi-level Pitman-Yor Process (PYP), and including lexicalisation. The PYP has been shown to generate distributions particularly well suited to modelling language (Teh, 2006; Goldwater et al., 2006) . Teh (2006) used a hierarchical PYP to model backoff in language models, we leverage this same capability to model backoff in TSG rules. This effectively allows smoothing from lexicalised to unlexicalised grammars, and from TSG to CFG rules.
Here we describe our deepest model which has a four level hierarchy, depicted graphically in Table  2 . In Section 5 we evaluate different subsets of this hierarchy. The topmost level of our model describes lexicalised elementary elementary fragments (e) as produced by a PYP,
where a c and b c control the strength of the backoff distribution P lcfg . The space of lexicalised TSG rules will inevitably be very sparse, so the base distribution P lcfg backs-off to calculating the probability of a TSG rules as the product of the CFG rules it contains, multiplied by a geometric distribution over the size of the rule.
where I(e) are the set of internal nodes in e excluding the root, F (e) are the set of frontier non-terminal nodes, and c i is the non-terminal symbol for node i and s c is the probability of stopping expanding a node labelled c. The function lex-cfg-rules(e|c) returns the CFG rules internal to e, each of the form c → α; each CFG rule is drawn from the backoff distribution, A c . We treat s c as a parameter which is estimated during training, as described in Section 4.2. The next level of backoff (P cfg ) removes the lexicalisation from the CFG rules, describing the generation of a lexicalised rule by first generating an unlexicalised rule from a PYP, then generating the lexicalisaton from a uniform distribution over words: 1
where unlex(·) removes the lexicalisation from nonterminals leaving only the tags. The final base distribution over CFG-DMV rules (P sh ) is inspired by the skip-head smoothing model of Headden III et al. (2009) . This model showed that smoothing the DMV by removing the heads from the CFG rules significantly improved performance. We replicate this behavior through a final level in our hierarchy which generates the CFG rules without their heads, then generates the heads from a uniform distribution:
where drop-head(·) removes the symbols that mark the head on the CFG rules, and P is the set of partof-speech tags. Each stage of backoff is illustrated in Table 2 , showing the rules generated from the TSG elementary tree in Figure 1b . Note that while the supervised model of Cohn et al. (2009) used a fixed back-off PCFG distribution, this model implicitly infers this distribution within Table 2 : Backoff trees for the elementary tree in Figure 1b. its hierarchy, essentially learning the DMV model embedded in the TSG.
In this application to dependency grammar our model is capable of learning tree fragments which group CFG parameters. As such the model can learn to condition dependency links on the valence, e.g. by combining L H → L 1 H and L 1 H → L C C M H * rules into a single fragment the model can learn a parameter that the leftmost child of H is C. By linking together multiple L 1 H or H R 1 non-terminals the model can learn groups of dependencies that occur together, e.g. tree fragments representing the complete preferred argument frame of a verb.
Inference
Training
To train our model we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984) . Where previous supervised TSG models (Cohn et al., 2009) permit an efficient local sampler, the lack of an observed parse tree in our unsupervised model makes this sampler not applicable. Instead we use a recently proposed blocked Metroplis-Hastings (MH) sampler (Cohn and Blunsom, 2010) which exploits a factorisation of the derivation probabilities such that whole trees can be sampled efficiently. See Cohn and Blunsom (2010) for details. That algorithm is applied using a dynamic program over an observed tree, the generalisation to our situation of an inside pass over the space of all trees is straightforward.
A final consideration is the initialisation of the sampler. Klein and Manning (2004) emphasised the importance of the initialiser for achieving good performance with their model. We employ the same harmonic initialiser as described in that work. The initial derivations for our sampler are the Viterbi derivations under the CFG parameterised according to this initialiser.
Sampling hyperparameters
We treat the hyper-parameters {(a x c , b x c , s c ) , c ∈ N } as random variables in our model and infer their values during training. We choose quite vague priors for each hyper-parameter, encoding our lack of information about their values.
We place prior distributions on the PYP discount a c and concentration b c hyperparamters and sample their values using a slice sampler. We use the range doubling slice sampling technique of (Neal, 2003) to draw a new sample of a c from its conditional distribution. 2 For the discount parameters a c we employ a uniform Beta distribution, as we have no strong prior knowledge of what its value should be (a c ∼ Beta (1, 1) ). Similarly, we treat the concentration parameters, b c , as being generated by a vague gamma prior, b c ∼ Gamma(1, 1), and sample a new value b c using the same slice-sampling approach as for a c : We use a vague Beta prior for the stopping probabilities in P lcfg , s c ∼ Beta(1, 1). All the hyper-parameters are resampled after every 10th sample of the corpus derivations.
Parsing
Unfortunately finding the maximising parse tree for a string under our TSG-DMV model is intractable due to the inter-rule dependencies created by the PYP formulation. Previous work has used Monte Carlo techniques to sample for one of the maximum probability parse (MPP), maximum probability derivation (MPD) or maximum marginal parse (MMP) (Cohn et al., 2009; Bod, 2006) . We take a simpler approach and use the Viterbi algorithm to calculate the MPD under an approximating TSG defined by the last set of derivations sampled for the corpus during training. Our results indicate that this is a reasonable approximation, though the experience of other researchers suggests that calculating the MMP under the approximating TSG may also be beneficial for DMV (Cohen et al., 2008) .
Experiments
We follow the standard evaluation regime for DMV style models by performing experiments on the text of the WSJ section of the Penn. Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) and reporting head attachment accuracy. Like previous work we pre-process the training and test data to remove punctuation, training our unlexicalised models on the gold-standard part-of-speech tags, and including words occurring more than 100 times in our lexicalised models (Headden III et al., 2009) . It is very difficult for an unsupervised model to learn from long training sentences as they contain a great deal of ambiguity, therefore the majority of DMV based models have been trained on sentences restricted in length to ≤ 10 tokens. 3 This has the added benefit of decreasing the runtime for experiments. We present experiments with this training scenario. The training data comes from sections 2-21, while section 23 is used for evaluation. An advantage of our sampling based approach over previous work is that we infer all the hyperparameters, as such we don't require the use of section 22 for tuning the model.
The models are evaluated in terms of head attachment accuracy (the percentage of correctly predicted head indexes for each token in the test data), on two subsets of the testing data. Although we can argue that unsupervised models are better learnt from short sentences, it is much harder to argue that we don't then need to be able to parse long sentences with a trained model. The most commonly employed test set mirrors the training data by only including sentences ≤ 10. In this work we focus on the accuracy of our models on the whole of section 23, without any pruning for length. The training and testing corpora statistics are presented in Table 3 . Subsequent to the evaluation reported in Table 4 we use section 22 to report the correlation between heldout accuracy and the model log-likelihood (LLH) for analytic purposes.
As we are using a sampler during training, the result of any single run is non-deterministic and will exhibit a degree of variance. All our reported results are the mean and standard deviation (σ) from forty sampling runs. Table 4 shows the head attachment accuracy results for our TSG-DMV, plus many other significant previously proposed models. The subset of hierarchical priors used by each model is noted in brackets.
Discussion
The performance of our models is extremely encouraging, particularly the fact that it achieves the highest reported accuracy on the full test set by a considerable margin. On the |w| ≤ 10 test set all the TSG-DMVs are second only to the L-EVG model of Headden III et al. (2009) EM (Klein and Manning, 2004) 46.1 35.9 Dirichlet (Cohen et al., 2008) 46.1 36.9
LN (Cohen et al., 2008) 59.4 40.5 SLN, TIE V&N (Cohen and Smith, 2009) 61.3 41.4
DMV (Headden III et al., 2009) 55.7σ=8.0 -DMV smoothed (Headden III et al., 2009) 61.2σ=1.2 -EVG smoothed (Headden III et al., 2009) 65.0σ=5.7 -L-EVG smoothed (Headden III et al., 2009) 68.8σ=4.5 -Less is More (Spitkovsky et al., 2010a) 56.2 44.1 Leap Frog (Spitkovsky et al., 2010a) 57.1 45.0 Viterbi EM (Spitkovsky et al., 2010b) 65.3 47.9 Hypertext Markup (Spitkovsky et al., 2010c) 69.3 50.4
Adaptor Grammar (Cohen et al., 2010) Table 4 : Mean and variance for the head attachment accuracy of our TSG-DMV models (highlighted) with varying backoff paths, and many other high performing models.
Citations indicate where the model and result were reported. Our models labelled TSG used an unlexicalised top level G c PYP, while those labelled LexTSG used the full lexicalised G c .
valency conditioning, interpolated back-off smoothing and a random initialiser. In particular Headden III et al. (2009) shows that the random initialiser is crucial for good performance, however this initialiser requires training 1000 models to select a single best model for evaluation and results in considerable variance in test set performance. Note also that our model exhibits considerably less variance than those induced using this random initialiser, suggesting that the combination of the harmonic initialiser and blocked-MH sampling may be a more practicable training regime.
The recently proposed Adaptor Grammar DMV model of Cohen et al. (2010) is similar in many way to our TSG model, incorporating a Pitman Yor prior over units larger than CFG rules. As such it is surprising that our model is performing significantly better than this model. We can identify a number of differences that may impact these results: the Adaptor Grammar model is trained using variational inference with the space of tree fragments truncated, while we employ a sampler which can nominally explore the full space of tree fragments; and the adapted tree fragments must be complete subtrees (i.e. they don't contain variables), whereas our model can make use of arbitrary tree fragments. An interesting avenue for further research would be to extend the variational algorithm of Cohen et al. (2010) to our TSG model, possibly speeding inference and allowing easier parallelisation.
In Figure 2a we graph the model LLH on the training data versus the head attachment accuracy on the heldout set. The graph was generated by running 160 models for varying numbers of samples and evaluating their accuracy. This graph indicates that the improvements in the posterior probability of the model are correlated with the evaluation, though the correlation is not as high as we might require in order to use LLH as a model selection criteria similar to Headden III et al. (2009) . Further refinements to the model could improve this correlation.
The scaling perfomance of the model as the number of samples is increased is shown in Figure 2b . Performance improves as the training data is sampled for longer, and continues to trend upwards beyond 1000 samples (the point for which we've reported results in Table 4 ). This suggests that longer sampling runs -and better inference techniquescould yield further improvements.
For further analysis Table 5 shows the accuracy of the model at predicting the head for frequent types, while Table 6 shows the performance on dependencies of various lengths. We emphasise that these results are for the single best performing sampler run on the heldout corpus and there is considerable variation in the analyses produced by each sampler. Unsurprisingly, the model appears to be more accurate when predicting short dependencies, a result that is also reflected in the per type accuracies. The model is relatively good at identifying the root verb in each sentence, especially those headed by past tense verbs (VBD, was), and to a lesser degree VBPs (are). Conjunctions such as and pose a particular difficulty when evaluating dependency models as the correct modelling of these remains a contentious linguistic issue and it's not clear what the 'correct' analysis should be. Our model gets a respectable 75% accuracy for and conjunctions, but for conjunctions (CC) as a whole, the model performs poorly (39%). Table 7 list the most frequent TSG rules lexicalised with has. The most frequent rule is simply the single level equivalent of the DMV terminal rule for has. Almost as frequent is rule 3, here the grammar incorporates the terminal into a larger elementary fragment, encoding that it is the head of the past participle occuring immediately to it's right. This shows the model's ability to learn the verb's argument position conditioned on both the head and child type, something lacking in DMV. Rule 7 further refines this preferred analysis for has been by lexicalising both the head and child. Rules (4,5,8,10) employ similar conditioning for proper and ordinary nouns heading noun phrases to the left of has. We believe that it is the ability of the TSG to encode stronger constraints on argument positions that leads to the model's higher accuracy on longer sentences, while other models do well on shorter sentences but relatively poorly on longer ones (Spitkovsky et al., 2010c) .
Conclusion
In this paper we have made two significant contributions to probabilistic modelling and grammar induction. We have shown that it is possible to successfully learn hierarchical Pitman-Yor models that encode deep and complex backoff paths over highly structured latent spaces. By applying these models to the induction of dependency grammars we have also been able to advance the state-of-the-art, increasing the head attachment accuracy on section 23 of the Wall Street Journal Corpus by more than 5%.
Further gains in performance may come from an exploration of the backoff paths employed within the model. In particular more extensive experimentation with alternate priors and larger training data may allow the removal of the lexicalisation cutoff which is currently in place to counter sparsity.
We envisage that in future many grammar formalisms that have been shown to be effective in supervised parsing, such as categorial, unification and tree adjoining grammars, will prove amenable to unsupervised induction using the hierarchical nonparametric modelling approaches we have demonstrated in this paper. Table 6 : Link distance precision, recall and f-score, on the WSJ Section 22 |w| ≤ 10 heldout set.
